
General terms of use – InCase.study  

 

If you have questions or ambiguities regarding the general terms of use, please send an email to: 
info@dedal.hr  
 
Given the protection of privacy and data, the duty is that they are never sold, rented or otherwise 
distributed and published. This applies to your personal information. 
This site collects and uses data for the following reasons: 
 

Monitoring website visits 

Just like most sites, the site uses Google Analytics (GA) to track user interaction. This data is used 
to determine the number of people who use our sites to understand what they are looking for, 
find and use. Equally, we want to track the user's trip through the web page. Although GA records 
the geographic data, the device, operating system, and Internet browser, this information does 
not in any way personally identify you. GA records the IP address from your computer. 
 
Contact forms 

If you decide to contact us through forms or some of the posts we make on sites or social 
networks, your first and last name, as well as your email, will be saved to the database along with 
the time and date of your comment. This information is used only to identify you and is not 
forwarded to the third party. If you decide to delete a comment or data, send an e-mail with a 
description of the comment. If you contact us through the contact form on the inCase.study 
website or via email, we can store data for the purpose of tracking your engagement with us as 
a potential or existing client/partner. 
 
Newsletter 

If you decide to join our newsletter, the email you provided will be sent to the MailChimp tool 
which provides newsletter sending services. Your contact will remain registered in the database 
as long as you continue to use this service. You can cancel the newsletter subscription by 
requesting a special removal from the list or a cancellation of the subscription (available on every 
email service provider). 
 
Privacy policy 

Privacy policy can be changed from time to time, in line with legislation or industry development. 
We will not explicitly inform clients and users about changes - instead it is recommended to 
periodically check the site for policy changes. 
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